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Review of Units

decline was the copy act, which would
never have grown to evil proportions were
it not for the encouragement and stupidity of the men who had vaudeville's fate
in their hands. Copy acts gave vaudeville
the solar plexus punch that sent it flopping to the canvas. Vaudeville's tycoons
spent thousands upon thousands of dollars building up attractions that meant
box offices bulging with folding money.
And they turned around with the deliberation of maniacs and permitted the gold
to fall thru their fingers by booking copy
acts with fourth -rate actors.
Radio is retching with a surfeit of copy
material. Film business is in an analogous position. Let a producer click with
an idea in the fabric of a story and a
score of others will follow. The public
revolts in its very telling way by staying away from picture theaters. Let a
company exploit a comedian or a freak
entertainer successfully and it follows
like flies after sugar that every company
on the map will dig up marred carbon
copies. The public is a wised -up public
these days. The morons in Hollywood
don't realize it, but the public catches on
quickly.
Copies and played -to -death
cycles confound and annoy them.
The public's revolt is too subtle for
Hollywood superficial and obvious mentality. Hank and Hannah don't picket
theaters. They merely stay away from
them-especially these days when there is
so much money to be made in defense
work and attendance at a five -hour double
feature show of malodorous genre constitutes a waste of good time and money.
The Einsteins of the film business fail
to heed the warning because it is not
thrust into their phizzes.
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Three Ryans, Don and Jane Ford, Evelyn many millions of people. The erstwhile
Wilson, Don Seat's Hawaiian band, radio fans deserted accustomed forms of
Charles Dixon and Pal, and a youthful amusement, social activity and hobbies
to pay homage to the Great God Radio.
line of 10 girls.
Girls open with a neat tap specialty Having reached the stage where radio, WESTERN BADGE & NOVELTY CO. 40 sT jpExch MÌNN.t
in front of a pier drop, spotting the because of inferior material, is palling on
Fords in a bright song and dance bit. them they are tearing loose and it will be
The Three Ryans come on with their difficult, if the trend continues, to disknockabout antics and zany face - engage them from the new interests they
slapping gags. Boys have a speedy and have acquired.
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The Billboard has the largest circulathis as the man who looks with clear
tion of any show- business trade
vision at the world of today and is impaper
a circulation checked and
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day's discussion because we hope that
those who have forgotten or, perhaps,
never knew will profit. We remind the
men who are killing radio by their stupidity as well as the film biggies who
are frightening Hang and Hannah Public
away from box offices that one of the
major contributing causes of vaudeville's
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